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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The modern world is a continuously changing concept, where business plays an 

important role in development of the society. New ways of communication pro-

vide businesses with new ways of running their operations, and the author be-

lieves that the Internet is undoubtedly one of the most influential phenomena 

which improve the world of business.  

Nowadays, it is very easy to make a purchase without even leaving home – one 

can simply use a credit card or an internet account to buy food, clothes, car, 

tickets, services, or any other form of purchase. The possibility to use new 

methods of payment systems allows one to purchase online across the globe, 

benefitting both consumers and business. 

1.2 Aim of the study 

The purpose of this thesis is to narrate the modern world’s electronic payment 

methods. The theoretical part goes deep into the methods of payment transac-

tions used in e-commerce, discloses history and current statistics, analyses 

facts and compares them with each other.  

Furthermore, these methods are applied to a case study, where Company X 

aims to develop their business. The internationally operative case company 

plans to shift all of their payment transactions to be carried out through their 

online store and electronic payment services.  A research conducted for this 

thesis aims to find out the case company’s customers’ opinion, and to find the 

best solution that serves both, customers and the business. 
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1.3  Outline of the report 

The first section of this thesis focuses on history and statistics about internet 

usage. It narrates how the Internet and online stores were developed, and how 

digital payments were built around the web. It discusses how how widespread 

the internet usage is now in Finland and globally, and how extensively it is used 

for e-commerce purchases by consumers. Furthermore, it includes legislative 

information about online banking in Finland. 

The second section explores the payment transaction methods that are used 

online. It introduces the industry of payment gateways, and gives a more de-

tailed explanation of the most used methods of payment transactions. Finally, a 

comparison of the methods is made in order to disclose the advantages and 

disadvantages in them. 

The theoretical sections are followed by a brief case study. It narrates the case 

company’s future plans and its current situation. This is followed by a research 

conducted for the company’s customers and the analysis of the research. At the 

end of this thesis the theoretical information is applied to the results of the re-

search, and conclusions are given.  
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2 USAGE OF ONLINE SHOPPING 

Sales and purchases via online stores naturally require an internet connection. 

Having access to the internet is not a forgone conclusion, but undoubtedly it is 

starting to be a norm – at least in the western world. The following section ex-

plains how this all came to be. It tells about the history of the internet, especially 

how e-commerce was developed and how digital payments were applied to 

online shopping. Furthermore, the statistical information of the internet and 

online store usage is presented. 

2.1 History of e-commerce 

The early steps of e-commerce date back all the way to the 1960s, when Elec-

tronic Data Interchange (EDI) was developed. By the 1980s EDI had enabled 

the digital transfer of data from computer to computer, thus allowing the re-

placement of traditional mailing and faxing of documents. Because of EDI, trad-

ing partners could start transferring orders, invoices and other business transac-

tions. Electronic Data Interchange had made it possible to transfer data seam-

lessly without any human intervention. (Miva. 2011.) 

According to Miva (2011), Michael Aldrich, an English inventor, innovator and 

entrepreneur is credited with developing the predecessor of online shopping. 

The Michael Aldrich Archives (2011) explain how it all came to be; Aldrich got 

the idea on a stroll with his wife and Labrador retriever when he lamented about 

their weekly supermarket shopping expedition. The conversation they had 

sparked an idea to hook a television to their supermarket to deliver groceries. 

Immediately after the discussion, Aldrich started to plan the idea and implement 

it. By 1979 he had connected a television set to a transaction processing com-

puter with a telephone line and created teleshopping, i.e. shopping at a dis-

tance. (The Michael Aldrich Archive 2011; Miva 2011.) 

What Aldrich created made business to business online shopping more effort-

less, but did not yet reach the consumers. It was not until the wide use of PCs 
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and the World Wide Web, later more widely known as the internet, when e-

commerce came to the knowledge of consumers. This happened in 1982 when 

France launched the precursor of the Internet called Minitel. (Miva 2011) 

Back then Minitel was free for telephone subscribers and could connect millions 

of users to computing networks through telephone lines. By 1999 Minitel had 

distributed over 9 million terminals and connected approximately 25 million us-

ers in this interconnected network of machines. Soon, the forerunner Minitel 

was shut down when the success story of the Internet had its beginning. (Miva 

2011.) 

In 1990 Tim Berners Lee and Robert Cailliau published a proposal to build a 

‘’Hypertext project’’ called the WorldWideWeb. The same year Lee created the 

first web browser, and shortly thereafter, in 1991 he debuted the web as a pub-

licly available service on the internet. Lee’s process of marrying hypertext to the 

internet led him into developing URL, HTML and HTTP. (Miva 2011.) 

The internet and online shopping saw a remarkable growth right after Lee’s and 

Cailliau’s inventions, as well as National Science Foundation (NSF) lifting its 

restrictions on commercial use of the NET. By September 1995 the internet had 

already 120,000 registered domain names, after which NSF started to charge a 

fee on domain registration. Even so, the popularity skyrocketed, and three 

years later the number of registered domain names had grown beyond 2 million. 

(Miva 2011.) 

The future of consumerism and e-commerce was already predicted in 1992, 

when J.H. Snider and Ziporyn Terra wrote the book How Technologies Will 

Change the Way We Shop and What We Buy. A couple of years later they were 

proven right, when the Internet was booming and Amazon.com was launched. 

(Miva 2011.) 

Especially during the latter half of the nineties the commercial use of Internet 

saw major advancements. When the pioneer of online stores, Amazon, was first 

launched as a book store, it became visible how huge retailers could actually 

become online. Miva (2011) explains that when brick and mortar bookstores 
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were limited to 200,000 titles, Amazon as an online store was able to offer ex-

ponentially more products, as it had no physical limitations, hence its exploding 

popularity. (Miva 2011.) 

Since then, Amazon itself has grown exponentially. Instead of limiting the busi-

ness to only books it now offers the widest variety of products and content. 

Soon after Amazon’s breakthrough success stories in e-commerce such as 

eBay, Zappos and Victoria’s Secret were introduced. (Miva 2011.) 

When e-commerce had its breakthrough, it did not take long until payments 

were widely transferred online as well. Electronic Funds Transfers (EDF) had 

basically existed since the development of EDI in 1960s, but B2C online stores 

could not introduce bank transfers, card payments and e-wallet payments until 

the late 90s and the beginning of the millennium. (Miva 2011.) 

The first online bank in Europe and the second in the world was launched in 

1996 (OP 2011). It did not take long for other banks to follow in developments 

of online banks, and surely enough their usage was included in e-commerce as 

promptly. Credit card payments online were introduced during the same years, 

and the pioneer of e-wallets, PayPal, began its services already two years after 

online banking, in 1998. (Miva 2011.) 

The article in Miva (2011) states that as more and more people began doing 

business online, the need for secure communication and transactions soon be-

came apparent. For this reason the Payment Card Industry Security Standards 

Council (PCI) was formed in 2004. The duty of the council was, and still is to-

day, to ensure that businesses comply with various security requirements. Fur-

thermore, it was created for the development, enhancement, storage, dissemi-

nation and implementation of security standards for account data protection. 

(Miva 2011.) 

When mobile devices were developed and smart phones introduced roughly a 

decade ago, online stores became even more easily accessible. With mobile 

commerce gaining speed, even more people started purchasing products, con-

tent and services right from the palm of their hands. (Miva 2011.) 
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2.2 Statistics about internet usage as a shopping ground 

The following statistics reveal the internet usage in Finland and globally. It pre-

sents how widely the internet is used as shopping grounds for orders as well as 

for transferring payments.  

2.2.1 Finland 

In 2014 Finns bought 10.5 billion euro worth of goods, services and content 

from online stores, 2,000 euro per capita, 4,000 euros per household (Figure 1). 

Statistics gathered by the Federation of Finnish Commerce (FFC), TNS Global, 

and the Finnish Direct Marketing Association (ASML) say, that the volume of e-

commerce has been rising every year after they started collecting the data in 

2010. Even the recession has not stopped the growth, although it has slowed 

down. Nevertheless, within the last five years e-commerce purchases have in-

creased almost 25 per cent among the Finnish population. (FFC 2015.) 

Over half (53 per cent) of the online sales come from services; tourism, gam-

bling and online games taking the largest share. The sales of goods account for 

45 per cent, whereas digital content comprises only 1 per cent of all purchases 

online. However, from 2013 to 2014 the share of services came down 5 percent 

and the goods and digital content increased 7 and 12 per cent, respectively. 

(Finnish E-commerce 2014.) The report of Finnish E-commerce of 2014 con-

ducted by FFC shows the upward trend of online store purchases.  
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Figure 1. The increase of purchases online 2010-2014 in Finland (Source: FFC 
2015). 
 
According to Statistics Finland (2015), half of the Finnish population followed 

some social network service on the internet already in 2012. The same year 78 

per cent of 16-74 year-olds used the internet daily, whereas in 2015 the share 

was already 87 per cent and is now only growing in the oldest age groups (OSA 

2012 & 2015.) Hence, the internet is very widely used within the country. The 

report of 2012 by Statistics Finland states that Finland was among the top Eu-

ropean countries in internet use, and at the very top in Nordic countries. That 

year 65 per cent of Finns bought something via the web. 

A specialist (2) of daily operations in a Finnish bank (2016) says that according 

to their research, 95 per cent of Finns who retire these days already use online 

banking services. Statistics Finland supports this statement by reporting that 

among Finns online banking is the second most inquired internet use purpose 

after email (OSA 2015). Furthermore, The Federation of Finnish Financial Ser-

vices (FFI) researched that in 2015 already 98 per cent of Finnish adults use 

online banks, and the vast majority them use it at least weekly (Figure 2). Out of 

that group 88 per cent does use it for paying online purchases, which includes 

bank transfers and verifications for card payments.  
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Figure 2. How often do you use an online bank? (Source: The Federation of 
Finnish Financial Services 2015). 

Even though online banking is so widely used, it is not a fundamental service 

that banks are obliged to offer to their customers. A specialist of daily opera-

tions from a Scandinavian bank (2016) says that at the moment in Finland a 

bank account and a debit card are the only services that every citizen is entitled 

to get. However, from 2017 on, an online banking account is included in every 

citizen’s rights. An account for one national online bank has to be given to every 

resident with an official Finnish ID. (Specialist 1, 2016.) 

2.2.2 World wide 

The e-commerce trend in the whole of Europe follows the same trend as Fin-

land. E-purchases grew 7 per cent from 2008 through 2014, and the e-sales 

increased 6 per cent within the same years. (Eurostat 2015.) According to Sta-

tista (2013) North America and Europe are far ahead of emerging markets when 

it comes to online store purchases. However, the sales-side is dominated by the 

Asia-Pacific region. Within the last few and oncoming years the Asia-Pacific 

region is said to be the largest contributor to global e-commerce. (Statista 

2013.) 
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E-commerce has made it rather effortless to purchase goods and services from 

abroad. When Americans and Europeans are the largest buyers and Asians are 

the largest sellers, it could be concluded that the B2C trading across borders 

has gone rather big. Figure 3 presents the worldwide e-commerce sales from 

2012 to an estimate for 2018. In just six years the volume will be doubled from 

2012. In 2016 global e-commerce sales reached a record of 1.9 trillion USD. 

(Statista 2013.) 

 
Figure 3. B2C E-commerce sales worldwide from 2012 to 2018 (Source: Statis-
ta 2016) *estimate.  
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3 E-COMMERCE PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS 

There are a few ways one can pay for their purchases. In brick and mortar 

shops the most common methods for payments are cash, credit or debit cards. 

Cash for example is quite difficult to be applied for making purchases online. 

For this reason, online shopping has its own digital methods for transferring the 

currencies. This section presents the world of online payments.  

3.1 E-commerce payment Methods 

An e-commerce payment system facilitates the acceptance of electronic pay-

ment for online transactions. E-commerce payment systems, which are also 

known as Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), have enabled payment transfers to 

be made computer-to-computer. Undoubtedly, internet shopping has revolution-

ized the way businesses can work. The very essence of electronic payment 

systems is designed to provide business with possible expansion in terms of 

market reach. Such a system provides great benefits for businesses, as it de-

creases the amount of fraud and risks for merchants, and therefore expands 

their abilities to sell worldwide. Simultaneously, by the same token, it benefits 

the consumers as well. (GSX Inc. 2016.) 

Nowadays there are many different platforms that can provide one with an elec-

tronic payment system. However, electronic payments themselves can be di-

vided into credit and debit cards, e-wallets and direct payments (i.e. e-

pay/online bank transfer).   

Figure 4 shows a breakdown of the global e-commerce payment methods by 

popularity. Card payments take up to over half of all payments, followed by 

bank transfers, invoices and cash on delivery (CoD), and others. According to 

the Global Payments Report, the trends are shifting even more towards e-wallet 

and bank transfer payments. EMEA and Asia are first, North and Latin America 

right behind. (WorldPay 2015.) 
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Figure 4. Global payment methods breakdown in 2014 (Source: WorldPay 
2015.) 

3.1.1 Card payments 

“The general-purpose credit card was born in 1966, when the Bank of America 

established the BankAmerica Service Corporation that franchised the 

BankAmericard brand (later to be known as Visa) to banks nationwide” (Wool-

sey & Gerson 2016). Cards could be seen as the 'key' to the consumers’ bank 

accounts. A customer can have a credit, debit, or prepaid card, and use it while 

shopping either online or in real stores. The most commonly known brands of 

cards are MasterCard, Visa, American Express, Maestro, and UnionPay. (E-

Commerce Payment Systems 2016).  

Card payments are considered to be the most dominant forms of online pay-

ment (Cards Transaction Statistics 2016). Out of all money transfers, 65% are 

charged as card payments in North and Latin America, 49% in Europe, Middle 

East and Africa, and 41% in Asia (2014). These include all three types, i.e. 

credit, debit and charge cards. (WorldPay 2015.) As in online purchases pre-

paid charge cards behave as credit cards, I will not differentiate them from each 

other.  
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Debit cards are used in cash transactions, where the money is withdrawn from 

the card holder’s bank account. A specialist (1) of daily operations from a Scan-

dinavian bank explains that the idea of debit cards is that the card holder can 

pay maximum the amount of their account balance. He explains this to be a ra-

ther safe method, as one is clear from paying above their funds and off credit. 

However, when purchasing with debit card the money is gone when the card is 

used. With credit cards the money would be secured for a period of time. (Spe-

cialist 2, 2016.) 

Credit card holders pay from a credit limit approved by the card issuer. It can be 

a bank, credit institution, store, or a service provider. The used money from the 

credit has to be paid back to the issuer with charges such as interest and 

monthly fees. Specialist 2 discloses that the most important benefit of a credit 

card is that it comes with a purchase protection. This secures both, the payer 

and the payee. In credit card payments, the card issuer is responsible for deliv-

ering the money. In this instant, the consumer is secured if they do not receive 

what they purchased, because the card issuer is the party experiencing the 

credit loss. This is a benefit for businesses as well, since their customers do not 

hesitate to pay in advance as they do not have the risk of losing their money. 

Hence, the company is not experiencing credit loss either. 

3.1.2 E-wallet 

Another method of electronic payments, is called an alternative payment meth-

od. According to Specialist (2) of daily operations from a Finnish bank (2016), 

alternative payment methods are considered to be one of the most developing 

ways to make purchases. Similarly to previous types of online payments, alter-

native payments provide one with easy and almost costless transaction types, 

which are secured and protected in order to create the most effective experi-

ence for consumers. One of the most used ways of alternative payments is 

considered to be digital wallets or e-Wallets. (Specialist 2 2016.) 

First of all, it should be noted that digital wallets gained incredible popularity 

among people very rapidly. According to Athey (2016), they can improve the 
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payment experience and simplify online and mobile checkout, as they allowed 

using mobile devices in order to create swift and enhanced payment experience 

(Athey 2016).  

Digital wallets are similar to bank accounts – they store money, which then can 

be used in different stores and shops to purchase particular items or to pay for 

services. Interestingly, e-Wallets can contain credit and debits cards, as well as 

connect to other payment methods such as online bank transfers (Comparison 

of all Online Payment Methods 2016).  

Due to the fact that e-Wallets are not physical, they do not require sufficient 

amount of money to maintain it – most of the time creation and maintenance of 

e-Wallet is free of charge. There are many e-Wallet systems that can provide 

one with easy and effective method to make electronic payments. MasterPass 

by MasterCard and V.me by Visa, are digital wallet brands on the rise, while for 

quite some time the most popular e-Wallet has considered to be PayPal (Spe-

cialist 1 2016).  

Due to the fact that before PayPal banks tended to aim toward big companies 

and organizations and paid less attention to small businesses and individuals, 

there were no organizations that could have provided the above mentioned part 

of the population with the possibility to improve electronic transactions. PayPal 

filled this niche that credit card companies were not able to fill (Comparison of 

all Online Payment Methods 2016).  

Specialist 3 from a Finnish corporate bank backs this fact by saying that in the 

international context PayPal really has given small businesses the chance to 

get off the ground. Moreover, that PayPal allows one to add cards of different 

banks shows the flexibility of the system, allowing small business to create dif-

ferent ways for those customers who prefer to use the internet while shopping.  
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3.1.3 Bank transfer 

The last but not the least of the most common methods of electronic payment is 

a common electronic fund transfer. This method is known by many names, elec-

tronic fund transfer, e-pay, online bank transfer, and so on. This electronic pay-

ment method is used to transfer money from one account to another. The use-

fulness of such a method is that a consumer or a merchant does not need to 

have a credit card, e-Wallet, or any other form of information, but merely has to 

know the bank account numbers, and a login and password for their online 

bank to complete such transactions with the help of the internet. (Specialist 2 

2016.) 

Accounts could be in different banks and even in different countries. By using a 

bank’s website, anyone can place a request to transfer some amount of money, 

in basically any currency (Specialist 1 2016.) Another aspect of this system is 

the protection of data, which is worth all the emphasis. With the help of mobile 

phones one can be sure that no one would be able to use one’s bank account 

information to steal money – first of all, in order to complete an operation one 

should enter several codes, which could be sent to a phone number of an own-

er in order to confirm his identity, and only then to complete the transaction. 

(Specialist 1 2016.) 

3.1.4 Comparison 

All of the aforementioned electronic payment methods have their advantages 

and disadvantages. Specialist 3, representing a corporate bank, says (2016) 

that from the business’ point of view electronic payments are beneficial, as 

there would be no hiding of income, and therefore no fraud-related matters. The 

author believes that the biggest advantage is the ability to sell and purchase 

world wide, and being able to minimize the credit risks. With purchase protec-

tion on charges via credit or PayPal, the consumer and business are both se-

cured.  
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The disadvantages come from charges and customer’s limitations. First of all, 

some customers like associations for example, might not have cards or PayPal 

accounts on hand. If the customers buy online, but are not given the chance of 

paying an invoice, they are forced to pay online immediately with a bank trans-

fer. This blocks the possibility for them to pay in instalments. Instead, they have 

to pay it all at once. 

Secondly, the platforms that bring the electronic payment possibilities to busi-

ness’ online stores are not for free. Usually they have a monthly fee and take an 

extra cost per transaction. These platforms, called payment gateways, usually 

offer different packages for businesses with different volume of traffic.  

3.2 Payment gateway industry 

Payment gateways bring multiple players and intermediaries in the payment 

transactions together. It is a web-based service which ties multiple non-

contractual payment methods together without forcing to sign contracts with 

every bank and credit institution separately (Pennala 2015). In his thesis about 

the payment gateway industry, Risto Pennala (2015) explains that one single 

service provider from the industry can offer a package which enables payment 

transactions through credit cards, bank transfers, virtual currencies and so on.  

For companies selling online using such a service provider can be a major 

shortcut. Pennala (2015) states that merchants seek to offer their customers the 

most convenient ways to make their purchase, transfer their money, and to 

have security for their payment. As opposed to having to make contracts with 

every credit institution, this is a rather effortless method for companies and fa-

vourable for consumers. 

The expensiveness of using payment gateway services is relative. The service 

providers usually offer packages for online stores of different volume. For ex-

ample, a co-op of a Finnish bank called Checkout Finland offers such platforms. 

Their service with the extensive package allows access to all Finnish online 

banks, and provide the possibility to pay with Visa or MasterCard, as well as 
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Collector, Everyday, Jousto, SveaWebPay and mobilepay. For this particular 

package they ask 45 EUR / month plus 0.35 EUR per transaction. (Checkout 

Finland 2016.) This is an average price for such a service.  

In fact, a platform such as theirs allows customers without cards and e-wallets 

to pay in installments via e-invoice services like Collector and SveaWebPay. As 

opposed to the given disadvantage of forcing to pay all at once with online bank 

transfer, a right payment gateway service provider can fix this problem by offer-

ing third party biller services.  

However, it should be noted that PayPal is not included in the package, and 

should be acquired separately. The fee that PayPal takes for including their e-

wallet payment possibility in an online store is 1.9 – 3.4 per cent + 0.35 euro per 

transaction. The percentage depends on monthly sales via PayPal. For exam-

ple, an average of over 10,000 euro worth of sales via PayPal would cost 2.7 

per cent + 0.35 euro per transaction for the merchant. (PayPal 2016.) 
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4 CASE STUDY 

The case company in this thesis, referred to as Company X, is a Finland-based 

manufacturer and a globally operative company. It has a turnover of 1 million 

euros and exports approximately 90 per cent of its products. The company nor 

banks are not named, as no relation between companies and a bank can be 

disclosed. 

Company X manufactures goods and mostly sells them directly to their final 

consumers, although they use resellers to some extent. Their typical customers 

are federations and private customers, as well as municipalities, schools, asso-

ciations, states and armies. Their typical shipment is approximately 4 to 5 units.  

4.1 Current situation 

In order know where one is heading, it is important to determine the current po-

sition. This section narrates and analyses the case company’s current situation 

and their aim.  

At the moment of writing, Company X is planning to develop its online store. Its 

aim is to shift all sales to be carried out via the online store, i.e. with electronic 

payment systems. The aim of this study is to find out the possibilities in execut-

ing the development, and what their customers’ opinions on this are.  

4.1.1 Online store 

Currently the case company has an online store. However when a customer 

makes a request to purchase a product the order goes to the company, they 

calculate the total cost, contact the customer via email about the price, send an 

invoice, and deliver the product after the invoice has been paid.  
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According to the director of operations in Company X (2016), this process has 

too many steps and takes too much effort. They want the website to calculate 

the price of the product and shipping by itself, and give the customer the possi-

bility to pay instantly.  

The sales director (2016) says that credit card payments would help to speed 

up foreign transactions, and PayPal would enable that even more. The possibil-

ity of credit card payments would also leave out the credit risk from the final 

consumer, which can have a positive effect on the customer’s purchasing deci-

sions.  

4.1.2 Costs 

The representatives from Company X contacted for this study had no access to 

the exact numbers of billing costs or credit losses. However, it is clear without 

saying that they do exist. Credit losses are nearly inevitable in large volumes of 

sales, and the risks enlarge when going global. Billing, too, comes with costs as 

it involves labour, paper work, fees and transaction costs.  

The sales director from the case company estimates that they lose 15-30 euro 

from time to time on bank transfers at the moment. This loss comes from 

wrongly calculated currency exchanges from the customer’s side, or bank fees 

from either end. They do as well experience credit loss from invoices left un-

paid.    

4.1.3 Payment methods 

Currently customers pay via a variety of different methods. The majority are in-

voiced and they pay in euros via bank transfer. However, some still pay by cash 

on the spot or with a check. So far the company has not found a solution to re-

deeming payments from credit cards abroad. (Director of Operations 2016.) 
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Invoicing is a widely used and rather safe method of charging payments. How-

ever, it is something that the company wants to change since e-pay, credit card 

and e-wallet services seem to outweigh the advantages of invoicing. First of all, 

invoicing is significantly more time consuming, as the biller should give time for 

the payer to process the bill. Instant payment versus two weeks can sometimes 

make a big difference. (Bank specialist 2, 2016.) 

Secondly, invoicing can create a conflict between the buyer and the seller, as 

they both usually want their compensation before giving anything away. The 

case company’s representative says that this has been a major challenge for 

the company. They would rather have the money before sending out the prod-

uct, but customers do not want to pay before receiving what they ordered. (Di-

rector of operations 2016.) 

Invoicing also comes with a rather big credit risk. If the customer does not pay 

the bill, the company is justified to have the money collected. However, it is im-

possible to know when the money will be received, if ever. The risk is even 

higher in trading across borders as it is more difficult, sometimes impossible, to 

track down the payment that belongs to the biller. (Bank specialist 2 2016.) 

Checks are the riskiest and possibly also the most expensive method of re-

deeming payments for the case company. Finnish corporate bank (Specialist 3 

2016) instructs its customers to avoid check payments. The companies that re-

ceive payments are encouraged to ask their customers to pay invoices by pay-

ment orders instead of checks. The specialist 3 states that companies should 

never accept checks from a business partner they are not familiar with or when 

there is a country risk. (Specialist 3 2016.) 

The specialist from a Finnish corporate bank (specialist 3 2016) says that 

checks are an extremely risky method of payments; they are too often let un-

covered, can be forged or lost. The recommended alternative for check – a 

payment order - is significantly safer, faster and more favorable method of pay-

ment across borders. A payment order is an equivalent of a domestic bank 

transfer, yet the money travels across borders. Specialist 3 (2016) says that 
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their bank has been restricting the service of cashing checks in its branches. 

Their aim is to quit cashing all incoming foreign checks within few years.  

Specialist (2) of daily operations from a Finnish bank (2016) says that cash 

payments are not a recommended method either, especially when operating 

abroad. In most countries cash is still a very popular method of payments in 

brick and mortar shops. When Company X is selling their products on the spot, 

e.g. in events and shows as they do now, many of the customers might want to 

pay in cash.  

Carrying large amounts of cash, especially long distances from abroad, is risky. 

Also depositing the money in a bank costs an approximate 8 euro per deposit, 

depending on the amount. In addition, as in Company X’s case, the currencies 

might vary as the sales are made in different countries. Exchanging currencies 

is costly, and awareness of currency risks is always good. (Specialist 2 2016.) 

4.2 Survey 

For this thesis, a brief survey was conducted for the case company’s customers 

to find out how they like to pay their purchases and how would they feel about 

Company X’s preferences. The survey was emailed to all 85 customers that the 

case company had email addresses for. It was emailed from Company X’s 

email address, with an introduction explaining that they are developing their 

online store and have assigned a student to conduct research for it.  

The questionnaire was short and simple, with just a few questions (Appendix 1). 

The respondents were differentiated into three different customer groups; per-

sonal customers, businesses, and associations. All together the questionnaire 

got 15 responses (17.6 per cent rate), 3 of which were personal customers, 8 

were associations, and the remaining 4 businesses (Figure 1). 
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Figure 4. Customer groups out of all responses.  

After the respondents fell into sections, the second question asked whether 

they buy products from online stores or would be willing to do so in the future. 

73.3 per cent respondents answered yes, and 26.7 per cent said no. Out of the 

latter, two were businesses, one association and one personal customer.  

The respondents were then asked which payment methods they currently use. 

It should be noted that instead of including the option e-wallet I used PayPal, as 

I trusted it to be a more well-known term. Furthermore, the respondents were 

given the possibility to choose as many options as they actually use.  

As Figure 5 shows, invoice was the most used payment method out of all 

(53.3%). Credit card was the second most popular (40%) among the case com-

pany’s customers, followed by bank transfer online (33.3%).  

It seems that the respondents did not understand the term e-pay, and answered 

‘’other’’ instead. Hence, the percentage of bank transfer online comes from e-

pay (13.3%) and other (20%). In the others section the respondents specified 

them to be bank transfers and a telegraphic transfer, which I classify as e-pay. 

Furthermore, four respondents (26.7%) use PayPal, and 13.3% cash.  
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Figure 5.  Current payment methods of the respondents (Possibility to choose 
several options). 
 
Lastly, the respondents were queried whether they would prefer credit card and 

PayPal payments, as the case company aims to shift their money transactions 

to these services. Over half, 53.3 per cent, answered that they do prefer credit 

card payments, and 46.7 per cent would use PayPal. These are mainly the 

same respondents who would be willing to use both. Only two respondents who 

would not want to use credit cards prefer PayPal, and in opposition, three of the 

credit card payers would not want to use PayPal.  

The respondents were asked to specify why they would not prefer either one of 

the given options. The given explanations for not wanting to pay with credit 

cards were that they do not feel secure enough, PayPal is safer, they do not 

own a credit card, or they prefer bank transfer. Moreover, one respondent an-

swered that paying with a card or PayPal is difficult, as they do not have the 

legislation regulating the payment of legal entities. 

Further explanations regarding PayPal payments were that they do not have an 

account, prefer credit card, it is not a regular payment type for them, and that 

they prefer online payment transfers. The questionnaire in whole with respons-

es can be found from Appendices 1 and 2. 

4.3 Analysis 

First of all, it should be noted that majority of respondents would be willing to 

purchase products online. Six out of seven respondents that classified them-

selves as associations said to be willing to order online. Half of the business 
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customers said the same as did two-thirds of the personal customers. Accord-

ing to responses as well as Company X’s director of sales (2016), luckily the 

majority of their customers are associations.  

However, one-fourth is a notable percentage of those current customers who 

would not want to order online. In fact, out of all customer’s 25 per cent is such 

a large share, that according to these results a complete switch to only e-

commerce would result in a major loss of customers. Whether the development 

of the online store for better would bring more customers is a whole another 

question.  

Half of the respondents answered to be currently using invoice and bank trans-

fer as their preferred method of payments. Only one of those respondents an-

swered that they would not be willing to purchase products online. Hence, it 

could be reasoned that the rest might be willing to use direct bank transfers 

online to pay for their purchases.  

Nearly the other half (43 per cent) said to be purchasing products with credit 

cards or e-wallet. These are the ones in favour of the case company’s online 

store development. One of the respondents paying with credit card would not, 

however, be willing to use an online store for ordering and purchasing products. 

I would assume that this customer is one who is currently buying the products 

directly from a dealer. The one respondent only paying in cash must be as well. 

When comparing the questions about the usage of credit cards and PayPal, 

cards seem to be more favourable. Mostly the respondents who preferred to be 

paying with PayPal would also be willing to pay with credit cards. One business 

customer and one private customer preferred PayPal, as for them it seems saf-

er than credit cards. Alternatively, one of the credit card payers said the exact 

opposite. However, here the most important finding is that the customers would 

be willing to pay with either one of the methods.  

For associations the largest issue seems to be the difficultness to acquire credit 

cards or PayPal accounts. Quite possibly their operations are so controlled by 

the federations. This is only a guess, though. However, as 86 per cent of the 
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responded associations would be willing to purchase online and pay with online 

bank transfer. Not having cards or e-wallets is not a big issue. 
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5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

All things considered, I believe that Company X should indeed develop their 

online store and switch sales to a more swift mode of e-commerce. It costs, but 

so does their current way of dealing with orders. Unfortunately, I do not have 

the exact numbers of their current costs or sales volume, and thus cannot cal-

culate whether they would save with the change. But, as the company repre-

sentatives emphasised, their aim would make it more effortless to process or-

ders and more safe to deal with payments. 

Company X should consider how they want to handle that one-fourth of their 

current customers that are not willing to purchase online. Whether those are the 

customers paying in cash or contacting them via phone or email, they need dif-

ferent payment methods than the ones offered online, i.e. if Company X is will-

ing to compromise even though all sales are supposed to be shifted to e-

commerce.  

If, and most probably when, those customers are kept, I would recommend the 

company to at least drop all cash and check payments, continue invoicing and 

in addition find a solution for credit card charges abroad. Hence, prioritize e-

commerce payments, but do not completely drop invoicing.  

In addition to card, PayPal, and online bank transfers, I would advise Company 

X to look into those third party billers that would take care of the invoicing as 

well. These can often be included in the payment gateway packages. The seller 

will receive full payment instantly, but customers can pay in instalments. Most 

importantly, the service provider will take the credit risk.  

All said, go for the change. E-commerce sales will enable more market reach 

than ever before. Improving the online store will make purchasing easier and 

simpler for customers, and more effortless for Company X. Last but not least, e-

commerce payments are reliable, safer than paper money and faster than in-

voicing. 
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Are you buying Eko-Aims produc
Do you buy products frWhich payment methods d

Do you prefer credit ca
Business

No
Cash

Yes

Business
No

Invoice
No

Association
Yes

Cash, Invoice, Credit card
Yes

Association
No

Invoice
No

Association
Yes

Bank transfer
No

Association
Yes

Invoice, E-pay
No

Business
Yes

Credit card, Bank transfer
Yes

Personal customer
No

Credit card, PayPal
No

Business
Yes

Invoice, PayPal
No

Personal customer
Yes

Credit card, PayPal
Yes

Association
Yes

Invoice
No

Personal customer
Yes

Invoice, Credit card
Yes

Association
Yes

Invoice, E-pay
Yes

Association
Yes

Telegraphic Transfer
Yes

If you answered ''No'', please state why. If you answered ''Yes'', continue to the next queDo you prefer PayPal pIf you answered ''No'', please state why.
Yes

it is difficult from our company (we do not have legislation regulating the payment of legal entitieNo
it is difficult from our company (we do not have legislation regulating the payment of legal entitie

YesNo

Bank transfer online
No

Transfer online

Equipment for an association and it does not use a credit card
No

International transfers for all purchases. PayPal not available

No
It is not a regular payment type for me

I think the credit card is not secure
Yes

Paypal is safer
YesYes

Sport Club, without credit card
No

same

No
no account

No
Prefer credit card

Yes
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Lähettäjä: Gion Schindler gion.schindler@ecoaims.com
Aihe: VL: Questions

Päivämäärä: 1. elokuuta 2016 klo 9.18
Vastaanottaja: Pilvi Heiskanen pilvi.heiskanen@gmail.com

Moi,

Meidän myyntipäällikkö vastasi kysymyksiisi, lisäsin muutama rivi (Suomenkieliset tekstit ovat minun lisäämiä).

T:Gion

- Can you tell me about EcoAims’ customer base? How much do you export, where, what are the volumes usually, etc.
* Customers: We are mostly dealing directly with Sport Federations but we also sell directly to customers and through our resellers.
* We export around 90% of our product outside of Finland.  
* Typically shipments of laser equipment average around 4-5 units.
* Muita asiakasryhmiä Suomessa: reserviläiset, kunnat, koulut, metsästys- ja urheiluseurat, valtio/armeija.

- Regarding the payment transactions, what is your current situation like? (incoming)
* For most of our customers we require Full Prepayment to our bank account, before we can delivery any items. (= pankkisiirto)
* Käytämme myös verkkolaskutusta suomalaisille asiakkaille.

- Why and how do you want to improve and develop it now?
* Credit card payment would sure help speed up our foreign transactions. We could also look into Pay pal (if it was secure).
* Verkkokauppa ei "suju" jos pitää odottaa pankkisiirtoa. Verkkokaupassa pitää näkyä lopullinen hinta sis. kuljetuksen kustannus, ja
maksu heti luottokortilla.
* Luottokorttimaksu = loppuasiakkaalla ei ole riskiä, helpottaa ostamispäätöstä verkkokaupassa.

- Within the last couple of years have you received payments in cash, checks and other currencies than euros? 
* Usually we are only accepting Euro, but we have allowed US dollars from time to time when traveling in other countries. 

- Can you estimate the current cost of receiving payments from customers? (cost of invoicing, deposits, credit loss etc. per month to year)
* It is a 100% guess at this time, but we do loose 15€ -30€ from time to time on bank transfers, but these are typically on customers who
are paying full price. We probably loose 300-500€ in short payments received. 

- Have you encountered challenges in receiving payments or delivering products to some specific countries?
* All the time, many countries can’t send out payments without contracts or without being taxed extensively and receiving our type of
products can be very difficult as they look like real weapons.

- Anything else you have in mind that you think could be good information for my thesis :)
* I think you are on the right track, we need to know if more about the costs of using credit cards, vrs bank transfers…  

-----Alkuperäinen viesti-----
Lähettäjä: Pilvi Heiskanen [mailto:pilvi.heiskanen@gmail.com] 
Lähetetty: 30. kesäkuuta 2016 19:18
Vastaanottaja: Gion Schindler <gion.schindler@ecoaims.com>
Aihe: Opinnäytetyö - kysymyksiä

Hei Gion,

Vastauksia kyselyyn on tullut nyt yllättävän monta ja saan niistä varmasti ihan hyvän leikkauksen asiakkaidenne mielipiteistä. Olen saanut
kerättyä opinnäytetyöhöni myös jonkun verran faktatietoa maksutavoista ja -liikenteestä haastatteluiden avulla. 
Haluaisin myös haastatella teitä EcoAimsilla. Voisitteko vastata alla oleviin kysymyksiin kun löydätte siihen sopivan ajan? Jos
mahdollista, voisinko saada vastauksia useammalta kuin yhdeltä ihmiseltä? Kirjoitin kysymykset englanniksi. Toki niihin voi vastata ihan
hyvin myös suomeksi jos haluaa. 
Kerron työssäni perustietoa EcoAimsista sen keskustelun perusteella mitä kävimme kun vierailin toimistollanne.

- Can you tell me about EcoAims’ customer base? How much do you export, where, what are the volumes usually, etc.

- Regarding the payment transactions, what is your current situation like? (incoming)

- Why and how do you want to improve and develop it now?

- Within the last couple of years have you received payments in cash, checks and other currencies than euros? 

- Can you estimate the current cost of receiving payments from customers? (cost of invoicing, deposits, credit loss etc. per month to year)

- Have you encountered challenges in receiving payments or delivering products to some specific countries?

- Anything else you have in mind that you think could be good information for my thesis :)

Kiitos!

Pilvi


